[1] We propose a theoretical model to investigate the effects of the curvature/gradient (c/g) drift and the finite azimuthal extent of the dipolarization region on the electron injection process associated with the substorm dipolarization. We study the azimuthal structure of high-energy (>30 keV) electron precipitation flux and compare the result with riometer observations. We are able to reproduce three basic archetypes of riometer responses to substorms, namely, the spike, dispersionless injection, and dispersed injection events catalogued in previous observations. The electron injection near the duskward edge of the dipolarization region is most subject to azimuthal c/g drift loss, appearing in riometer observations as the ''spike'' feature. The ''dispersionless injection'' response is seen inside the dipolarization region but some distance away from its western border: or, alternatively, when the substorm has a rapid westward expansion, so that the gain and loss of electrons from the duskside and dawnside of a dipolarizing flux tube roughly balance. The ''dispersed injection'' feature is seen east of the dipolarization region. Our theory successfully explains the statistical differences in terms of magnetic local time location and peak intensity between spikes and injection events. Through the substorm event on 23 May 1998 we demonstrate that our theoretical predictions of riometer responses are very consistent with the observations. We highlight the potential of riometers in resolving the azimuthal extent and evolution of the dipolarization region, which provides a new ground-based technique of remote sensing the substorm process.
Introduction
[2] Cross-tail current disruption, magnetic dipolarization and associated particle injection in the inner plasma sheet are well-known features of a magnetospheric substorm. During the substorm expansion phase (EP), the current disruption/dipolarization process usually initiates in a restricted magnetic local time sector at the onset time and subsequently expands azimuthally as well as radially [Lopez and Lui, 1990; Belehaki et al., 1998 ]. The azimuthal evolution of the substorm has been widely studied via ground-based magnetometer and all-sky camera arrays, satellite-borne imagers, and geosynchronous observations such as the LANL satellites. However, many of the existing techniques are not ideally suited to addressing the azimuthal evolution of substorm injection. The region where injection takes place and subsequently evolves is usually not well populated by satellites; the optical auroral intensification in the central plasma sheet (CPS), though undoubtedly related to particle injections, depends on a number of magnetospheric-ionospheric (M-I) coupling processes such as fieldline resonances [Samson et al., 1996; Lu et al., 2005] , parallel electric field, M-I feedback instability [Atkinson, 1970; Lysak, 1991] , and turbulences that give rise to pitch angle scattering. These intermediate processes are generally not measurable, hence introducing significant uncertainties to the effort of characterizing ionospheric responses to magnetospheric dipolarization. For example, the magnetometer measures the integral contribution of ionospheric currents over a broad spatial extent, and is also sensitive to local ionospheric conductances, which again is not directly measurable. The above consideration suggests that discerning the azimuthal structure of injection region is a tough observational challenge in the substorm problem.
[3] The X-ray image technique measuring the bremsstrahlung X-ray emissions provides useful information of energetic electron injection and precipitation. A very successful example of this technique is the Polar ionospheric X-ray imaging experiment (PIXIE) [Imhof et al., 1995] . Østgaard et al. [1999] combine the Polar ultraviolet imager (UVI) and PIXIE measurements to obtain the global electron precipitation pattern during substorm intervals. Å snes et al. [2004] used PIXIE observations in an event with exceptionally high resolution to analyze the impulsive energetic electron precipitation during a substorm EP.
However, owing to the instrumental and orbital limitations the X-ray images are usually not continuously available with high temporal resolution. The development of energetic neutral atoms (ENA) imaging technique has opened up another possibility of monitoring particle injection through remote sensing [e.g., Henderson et al., 1997; Baker et al., 2002] . In conjunction with geosynchronous and inner magnetospheric satellites and ground-based networks, this technique promises a significant improvement in our ability to study the injection problem. However, ENA imaging is sensitive only to ion injection.
[4] A Relative Ionospheric Opacity Meter (riometer) is a ground-based instrument that measures the absorption by the ionosphere of cosmic radio noise [Little and Leinbach, 1959] . It has been known that the absorption responds to the precipitation of magnetospheric electrons with energy >30 keV (we will refer to this population as riometer electrons in this paper). Baker et al. [1981] found that riometer absorption can be used as an excellent proxy of substorm high-energy injection at geosynchronous orbit. A series of recent works have further established the viability of using ground-based riometer arrays to monitor electron injection [Spanswick et al., 2005 Liu et al., 2007] . In particular, Liu et al. [2007] (hereinafter referred to as LW07) developed a model of electron injection that predicts the riometer response to magnetospheric dipolarization. These authors demonstrated that strong electron precipitation is expected to be a by-product of substorm dipolarization and further investigated in detail how the riometer signal changes during the substorm EP and how the signal intensification is controlled by the magnitude of pitch angle diffusion coefficient. LW07 is based on a version of the Fokker-Planck equation wherein the convective transport terms are associated with adiabatic changes imposed on the distribution of riometer electrons by magnetic field dipolarization. The effect of the finite azimuthal extent of the substorm dipolarization region and the eastward curvature/ gradient drift of energetic electrons was not included in the model. In other words, LW07 is appropriate for injection events near the center of the dipolarization region, where a quasi-1-D approximation is reasonable. The assumption, however, deteriorates progressively as one moves closer to the duskward edge of the substorm current wedge (SCW), where an imbalance (to be discussed later in this paper) associated with adiabatic drift of riometer electrons becomes important.
[5] In this paper we develop an extension of the LW07 model. To demonstrate the motivation for this work we will first review observational evidence that there is indeed an azimuthal distribution of injection characteristics that cannot be explained by the 1-D theory of LW07. At issue is the significant and yet unexplained difference in azimuthal distributions of ''riometer spikes'' studied by Spanswick et al. [2005] and riometer-based ''injection'' studied by Spanswick et al. [2007] . We then describe the extension to LW07 to include the effect of adiabatic drift of electrons and finite azimuthal width of dipolarization region. We will perform simulation runs for different azimuthal localization of injection events in relation to the dipolarization region, and try to reproduce a few basic patterns of riometer response to substorms, namely, the spikes, dispersionless injections, and dispersed injections. By analyzing the substorm event on 23 May 1998, we will demonstrate a very good agreement between our theoretical prediction and the observations. We highlight the role of the riometer in resolving the azimuthal extent and evolution of dipolarization region, which provides a useful complement to the existing toolset for characterizing the substorm process with ground-based instruments.
Riometer Signatures of Substorm Electron Injection

Instrumentation
[6] The observational study by Spanswick et al. [2005 Spanswick et al. [ , 2007 was based in part on data from the Canadian Geospace Monitoring (CGSM) riometer array. At present the CGSM array includes 13 single-beam riometers in northerncentral Canada, collocated with the existing Canadian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity (CARISMA) Figure 1 . Distribution of (a) Canadian Geospace Monitoring (CGSM) riometers on geographical map and (b) their projection onto the nightside equatorial magnetosphere using T89 magnetic field model. The three dashed contours on the map indicate 61°, 64°, and 69°invariant magnetic latitude. The solid circle centered on the Earth indicates the geosynchronous orbit.
magnetometers. There is plan to expand the array to 28 stations in the near future. Figure 1 shows the location of the CGSM riometers (existing and soon to be installed) and their projections in the nightside magnetosphere in accordance with the Tsyganenko-89 magnetic field model [Tsyganenko, 1989] . Table 1 lists some of the stations that will be used in this paper for an event study. Both the geographical and the altitude-adjusted corrected geomagnetic (AACGM) coordinate [Baker and Wing, 1989] for the year 1998 are given. The riometers have dual dipole broad-beam (FOV $60°) antennae, operating at 30 MHz, and have a temporal resolution of 1 datum per 5 s. An east-west chain that contains Dawson, Fort Simpson, Fort Smith, and the Churchill line stations (Pinawa-Island Lake-Gillam-Churchill) is well situated to study the azimuthal structure and evolution of the high-energy electron precipitation.
Statistical Characteristics of Different Riometer Responses to Substorm
[7] Spanswick et al. [2005] surveyed $2000 days of CANOPUS magnetometer data from the Churchill line and established a database of more than 3000 substorm events. Within the database, Spanswick et al. [2005] classified four types of characteristic riometer responses as shown in Figure 2 : type A, spike embedded in injection; type B, spike preceding injection; type C, absorption spike; and type D, injection/drifting particles. In this paper we simplify the above classification by retaining only C and D as basic archetypes. Type A and B are considered as a C-D combination with appropriate time lags. Another statistical study focusing on the riometer spikes was carried out by Aminaei et al. [2006] on the basis of the Imaging Riometer for Ionospheric Studies (IRIS) [Browne et al., 1995] in Finland, and a somewhat different classification (types I to IV) of events was proposed there. According to the classification of Aminaei et al. [2006] , type I (individual spike) corresponds exactly to type C of Spanswick et al. [2005] . The other three types, however, all seem amenable to decomposition into combinations of our proposed basic archetypes. In this paper we will stick to the classification of Spanswick et al. [2005] , though we will occasionally mention the classification of Aminaei et al. [2006] when necessary.
[8] The riometer spike feature, characterized by short bursts of absorption, has long been known to exist and is closely associated with substorms [Nielsen, 1980; Hargreaves et al., 1979 Hargreaves et al., , 1997 Hargreaves et al., , 2001 . These events are generally transient, with a rapid (1 -2 min) increase in absorption that is followed by no more than several minutes of enhanced absorption as seen from one station (Spanswick et al. [2005] used a criterion of total lifetime <6 min for event selection). While temporal behavior, magnetic local time (MLT) distribution, and propagation of spikes as well as their conjunction with substorm onset have been relatively well investigated, in particular, recently by Spanswick et al. [2005] and Aminaei et al. [2006] , the underlying mechanism leading to riometer spikes is not quite clear yet. Spanswick et al. [2005] plotted the distribution of spikes observed by the CANOPUS Gillam riometer between 1989 and 1999, within the MLT sector of ±6 hours from midnight. The resulting distribution of spikes is centered around the À2 hours MLT. A similar statistical result was also obtained by Aminaei et al. [2006] . The comparison with the in situ electron injection distribution given by Thomsen et al. [2001] yielded a puzzling difference: the peak of the in situ electron injection is displaced by about 3 hours MLT from that of the riometer spikes.
[9] Spanswick et al. [2007] investigated the type D events. Through careful comparison with the CRRES Medium Energy B (MEB) data, these authors arrived at a robust riometer-based criterion for a dispersionless injection: riometer signal intensification with a rise time <3 min, and a slow decay time (>15 min) match well with dispersionless injection events observed by CRRES MEB. They then proceeded to construct the MLT distribution of dispersionless riometer injection events recorded by the Gillam riometer between 1994 and 2000, and found that they have the similar MLT distribution to the in situ electron injection distribution given by Thomsen et al. [2001] .
[10] Figure 3a presents the MLT distributions of riometer spikes and dispersionless injection events collaged from Spanswick et al. [2005 Spanswick et al. [ , 2007 . The dispersionless injection covers a broad range of nightside sectors but peaks in the postmidnight sector, whereas the spikes are predominantly situated in the premidnight sector. A distinct 2 -3 MLT difference between the distributions of the spikes and the dispersionless injections is easily seen. To verify the statistical difference of these two distributions we perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test by calculating the value
where S N (x) is the cumulative probability density function of experimental distribution 1 containing N events, and S M (x) of distribution 2 containing M events. Applying equation (1) to the distributions in Figure 3a , we obtain D MN = 2.14; the confidence level for the goodness of fit for this test value is thus less than 0.5%; namely, the two distributions are unambiguously significantly different.
[11] To further differentiate the riometer spikes and dispersionless injections, we plot in Figure 3b the intensity distribution of the two types of events based on the same data underlying Figure 3a . We again observe a significant difference between the spike and the dispersionless injection events: the peak of the spike distribution is more than 1 dB weaker than that of the dispersionless injection. We again apply the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and obtain D MN = 2.01, indicating a confidence level of fit at $0.5%.
[12] From the above evidence, we conclude that spikes and dispersionless injection are different not only morphologically but also statistically. The spike, in general, occurs west of, and is less intense in magnitude than, the dispersionless injection.
Theory
[13] In this section and section 4, we will give the theoretical explanation and model calculation for the difference between the above-catalogued three archetypes of riometer events. We will demonstrate that the azimuthal distribution of riometer responses is a direct consequence of drift-related loss/leakage of electrons from the dipolarizing flux tube, an ingredient that was absent in LW07.
[14] In the guiding-center approximation, the drift of a particle with charge q is given by
in which v c is the plasma convection velocity, v is the particle speed in the plasma reference frame and x = cos a where a is the particle pitch angle. B andb are the magnitude and unit vector of the geomagnetic field. The second term on the right hand of equation (2) yields the classical curvature-gradient (c/g) drift, which has several significant effects on the azimuthal distribution of riometer injection. First, the particles injected within a limited azimuthal extent will propagate out from the region at a later time. The timescale of this c/g drift loss can be estimated as follows. For a dipolar field, b
where L is the magnetic latitude and where R is curvature radius of the field line. For a 50 keV electron and nearparallel pitch angle just outside the loss cone, the azimuthal drift speed at L = 8 on the equatorial plane can be estimated as $100 km/s. Assuming a $5 R E azimuthal width of the dipolarization region, the lifetime of the newly accelerated electrons is $5.2 min in that region. There is also the possibility that the energetic particles are accelerated in a dipolarization region, and after they leave the region via c/g drift, they suffer continuous pitch angle scattering until it precipitates somewhere east of the original dipolarization region. [15] A full 2-D treatment of the electron injection problem in the equatorial plane is a formidable task. The detailed azimuthal structure of current disruption is not well observed and difficult to model given its likely non-MHD nature. Additionally, considering the fast transport speed of the induced-convection and c/g drift velocity, a 2-D model in the magnetosphere would require fine grids in both radial and azimuthal directions, which would entail great computational resources. In this study we will follow a simpler approach without losing the fundamental physics we are interested in.
[16] As shown in Figure 4 , we distinguish three regions in the azimuthal direction, a dipolarization region (DP) within which we assume longitudinal uniformity, an undisrupted and also longitudinally uniform field line region (UD) which contains electrons with a background distribution f 0 (x, E), where x is the radial distance with respect to the dipole axis, and a transition region (TR) in between. According to the commonly accepted substorm morphology, in an azimuthal view the DP region is also the disruption region of cross-tail current and thus the locale where the SCW forms. We expect the DP region and SCW are collocated and use the two terms interchangeably in this paper. An accurate calculation of the convective drift and the c/g drift would require the detail of the temporal evolution and spatial structure of the magnetic field in all three regions, which we will pursue in a future study. For the present study, the problem is simplified through some reasonable arguments on the two kinds of drifts. On the equatorial plasma sheet, from Farady's law and Gauss's law r Á E = 0, we obtain
With the specified boundary condition for TR region that the radial electric fields are zero on each side, the Poisson equation (4) in general yields the solution of a positive E x , namely earthward inductive electric field (this is more easily understood if we rotate the view angle by 90°, that is, turning dawnward to earthward, such earthward electric field is then equivalent to a nominal duskward electric field induced by the transient increase of B z at the equatorial plasma sheet). The overall convective drift within the TR is thus eastward and earthward. On the other hand, the electron c/g drift is eastward but also has a tailward component inside TR owing to the increase of the magnetic field toward the DP region. This tailward gradient drift velocity can be estimated in order of magnitude by
where B UD and B DP are the magnetic field in the UD and DP region, respectively, and D y is the width of the transition region. For E = 30 keV, B UD = 25 nT, B DP = 50 nT, and D y = 1 R E , v ed % 90 km/s. The earthward convection velocity in the dipolarizing plasma sheet during the substorm EP is often observed at a maximum of 200-300 km/s [e.g., Miyashita et al., 2000; Lyons et al., 2003] , and in the transition region the value is presumably on average half of the maximum speed. It is reasonable to approximate that for high-energy electrons under consideration inside the TR, the c/g drift velocity is of the same order of magnitude as the plasma convection velocity. Their combination tends to produce an enhanced eastward drift but a reduced radial drift. As a matter of fact, in our case the uncertainty resulting from the net radial drift will be largely masked by the limitation of the latitudinal resolution of the wide-beam riometer measurement. The CGSM riometer has a 60°beam width and thus implies a $0.9°integral range in latitudes (assuming an 80 km height) that maps to $0.5 R E in the equatorial plasma sheet even for dipole field lines at around 67°MLAT (this would be larger for stretched field lines).
[17] On the basis of the above estimate, we assume that the ''incoming electrons'' entering the DP are transported from the same radial distance in the undisrupted tail plasma sheet. Three basic physical processes are involved in this transition: the spatial dispersion, the adiabatic changes, and the nonadiabatic (diffusion) changes in the velocity space. Though the drift is dispersive in nature so that at a given time t the electrons entering the DP from its duskside edge are originated from UD region at different y-distance and time, the undisrupted background distribution is assumed to be independent of y and t for simplicity and thus the spatial dispersion is effectively removed. The dispersion in velocity space is treated in two steps. The first step is a pure adiabatic mapping. Assuming the conservation of the first and the second adiabatic invariants m and J, the different magnetic field topology in UD and DP region will map the energy E and equatorial pitch angle s in UD and DP region as
where y = 0 is located at the duskward boundary of DP (see Figure 4) . Subsequently, we turn on pitch angle diffusion, which acts to drive the distribution to a diffusive equilibrium. We use equation (6) as the initial condition and solve
to a quasi-diffusive equilibrium, whose computational definition is given in equation (26) of LW07. We have, in fact, assumed the timescale to reach a diffusive-equilibrium state is much smaller than that of dipolarization, which is appropriate for strong diffusion conditions of our main research interest in this study. For our simulation with D ss = 0.1 s
À1
, the time to reach diffusive equilibrium is typically <10 s. The above approach gives a straightforward yet reasonable approximation of the transition from the UD to DP region. We also tried some other more complicated (and certainly more assumption involved) schemes. However, via our numerical tests we found that they generally produced only marginal difference to the final distribution function and had no significant effect on the principal research objective of this study.
[18] The quasi-diffusive equilibrium solution given by equations (6) and (7) is used as the western boundary conditions for the following bounce-averaged FokkerPlanck equations which depicting the particle injection within the DP region,
The rates of the energy and equatorial pitch angle change are evaluated using the adiabatic theory (see LW07 for mathematical details) and given by
x eq = cos s, and x = cos a, which varies along a field line as
Note that in our approach the distribution function is solved as a convective variable fixed with the flux tube moving at the velocity v c . Therefore v c does not appear explicitly as a transport coefficient in equation (8). The loss items f LS in equations (7) and (8) are defined by
which is nonzero only within the loss cone. x atm is the cosine-pitch angle at the top of the atmosphere (assuming at an altitude of 600 km). The function S(x atm ) in equation (11) describes the ''permeability'' of the Earth's atmosphere. Same as in LW07 S(x atm ) = x atm 1/4 is assumed in our model. The characteristic timescale T ls is the defined by travel time of loss cone particle from the equatorial plane to the atmosphere.
[19] The new coefficient in equation (8) that is absent in LW07 is the bounce-averaged transport coefficient in the azimuthal direction,
The factor x eq /x comes from the consideration of the variation of the azimuthal width of the flux tube along the field line; namely, we have normalized the azimuthal transport between flux tubes to the value at the equatorial plasma sheet. We have ignored the inertial drift term in equation (2), and the last term in equation (2) naturally drops as a result of the bounce-average process.
[20] The model can be extended under an idealized situation of expanding dipolarization region. Considering the western border of the DP region moves azimuthally with a velocity v SCW but still assumes a y-uniformity within the DP, the resulting distribution function will be a simple shift along y-direction, namely, f (y À v SCW t, E, s, t) with a modified azimuthal transport coefficient v dy + v SCW .
Model Runs for Different Azimuthal Locations of SCW
[21] The magnetic field model used in this study is the same as that in LW07, namely, a superposition of a z-aligned dipole field, a static background stretched current sheet, and, for the DP region, contributions from a transient eastward ''disruption'' current. The background current sheet and the disruption currents are both depicted by the Tsyganenko and Peredo [1994] tail current model. For the UD region only the first two static components (no disruption current) are considered, while for the DP region the disruption current is assumed to vary with time according to 1 À exp (Àt 2 /T cd 2 ). T cd denotes the timescale of the current disruption process and is set to be 90 in our simulation. One may refer to LW07 for more model details. Figure 5a gives the radial profile of current intensity at the equatorial plane and its temporal variation, and Figure 5b shows the time variation of the field line emanating from invariant 67°M
LAT, roughly the latitude of the CGSM east-west chain. The numerical scheme to solve equation (7) is also the same as in LW07 with the exception that a differential grid in y-direction is added. The undisturbed distribution function is assumed to be the following Kappa distribution, 
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The electron number density n(x) are inferred from the ion number density observations in the central plasma sheet [e.g., Wing and Newell, 1998; Wang et al., 2006] . In the following simulations we assume the background number density changes exponentially from 0.7 to 1 cm À3 at the radial distance swept by the dipolarization field lines (roughly from 10.3 to 7.1 R E ; see Figure 5 ). The characteristic energy E 0 and the kappa power index in the region of interest are assumed to be constant at 1 keV and 5, respectively. Since we are mainly interested in the riometer response during the substorm, we will use the integrated precipitation flux of electrons >30 keV as a proxy of the substorm injection process. The differential precipitation flux for given energy E is defined by
Azimuthal Structures Within the Dipolarization Region With Fixed Boundary
[22] The temporal evolution of precipitation flux at different azimuthal distances is presented in Figure 6 . The bottommost curve denotes the flux at f = 2, namely, 2°east of the western boundary. The flux has a $1.5 min rise time but decay on roughly the same timescale, yielding a ''spike'' feature. The quick decay of flux is clearly caused by the c/g drift loss included in our model. Such riometer spike features are best seen within a few degrees of the western boundary of the SCW. The flux level tends to elevate with larger azimuthal distance from the western boundary, while the decay time becomes longer. For f > 10°, however, the peak level of the precipitation flux tends to saturate.
[23] In their statistical investigation, Spanswick et al. [2007] applied the criteria of a dispersionless injection as having >15 min decay time. According to this definition such event appears only at $1.5 hours east of the western boundary and extends to the very eastern end of the SCW. This explains the $2 hour discrepancy between the observed MLT distributions of riometer spikes and dispersionless injection events. Figure 6 also indicates that the peak level of the spike tends to be smaller than the dispersionless injection. Our theoretic predictions were borne out in a statistical comparison in terms of azimuthal displacements and peak intensity between spikes and injection events shown in Figure 3 . We note that although the spike feature is well known in the literature, there seems to be no commonly accepted criteria, and its definition often depends on the authors [e.g., Hargreaves et al., 2001; Spanswick et al., 2005; Aminaei et al., 2006] . Our simulation result reveals that the spike and dispersionless injection are similar in terms of rise time, which is determined by the dipolarization timescale, but there is a gradual transition in terms of decay time from a ''spike'' (dominated by c/g drift loss) to a ''dispersionless injection'' (dominated by precipitative loss) type of riometer signature. For future study we suggest a more practical separation of the two types as follows: We define ''spike'' as an event with decay time comparable to its rise time (<2 times), and dispersionless injection as the decay time significantly longer than (e.g., >3 times) than its rise time.
[24] Figure 6 yields another interesting predictable feature. Since the precipitation flux decay faster for the western flux tubes, when viewed from space one may see the concentration of precipitation flux appear to move gradually away from the western edge of SCW. This agrees well with the finding of Østgaard et al. [1999] that the most intense X-ray emissions observed by PIXIE tend to move eastward during substorm EP, though the effect of ambient Figure 5a indicates the cross-tail current distribution and its disruption over time (the topmost curve denotes the onset t = 0, and each lower curve denotes 30 s later). Figure 5b shows the earthward evolution of the field line from MLAT 67°over time (each curve is separated by 30 s). potential convection electric field, which is ignored in this study, may also partly contribute to this motion.
Azimuthal Structures Within the Dipolarization Region With Westward Expansion
[25] A typical substorm intensification is often accompanied by a rapid duskward expansion, featuring a westward traveling surge (WTS). In this simulation run we deal with a moving western boundary of v W = 3°per minute. At this time the duskward side of the flux tube is rapidly opened to new dipolarization energization. While the accelerated electrons leave the dipolarization region on its dawnside edge at a rate v c/g , the system is replenished with newly injected electrons from its duskward edge at a rate v W , acting to balance the loss due to the c/g drift. The model run result is shown in Figure 7 . As expected, the ''spike'' feature is largely smeared out, although the azimuthal difference of precipitation flux still remains. We see that, similar to previous run the flux increase rapidly to a peak value on a timescale corresponding to the dipolarization; the decay from the peak level is faster for western flux tubes (but still slower than the case with a stationary duskward DP boundary in the previous run) and slower for eastern flux tubes. Since a >3°/min westward expansion speed of the dipolarization region, or equivalently the SCW, from the ground and in situ measurements is quite common for a classical substorm [e.g., Belehaki et al., 1998; Liou et al., 2002] , we expect that the injection type is more common than a spike from riometer observation. The spike feature is more likely to be observed (1) during a pseudobreakup that remains azimuthally localized during its intensification, for example, the 29 September 1996 event in the work of Spanswick et al. [2005] (this is also consistent with the statistical results of Aminaei et al. [2006] that many ''individual spikes'' (classified as type I there) occurred in conjunction with pseudobreakups); (2) during a substorm with only significant eastward expansion; (3) when the westward expansion occurs in a discrete rather than a continuous fashion (we will explain this point and show an example in the following event study); and (4) near the western limit of the substorm expansion. An example of the final scenario is illustrated in the 3 October 1998 event included in LW07 (though not explicitly addressed in the paper). The $0230 UT substorm starts with a dispersionless injection response seen at ISLL riometer but ends with a spike-like signature at FSIM, which roughly marks the duskside limit of the substorm expansion for this event.
Azimuthal Structures East of the Dipolarization Region
[26] We will now turn our attention to another important consequence of the c/g drift. When the accelerated electrons drift out of a dipolarization region, they will continue to move dawnward and lead to the enhancement of energy flux, while gradually attenuate in magnitude and lagged in time, east of the initial dipolarization/injection region. This corresponds to the so-called ''dispersed injection'' defined originally from in situ observations of omnidirection flux. Obviously, a similar feature is expected to exist also for precipitation flux.
[27] There are, however, some practical difficulties in our theory to simulate the dispersive effect east of the dipolarization region. As we have shown in Figure 4 , in the eastern TR region, the same logic we applied on the western edge will lead to the conclusion that the convective velocity is in general earthward and westward, while the c/g drift is earthward and eastward. This combines to give a significant earthward drift but a reduced azimuthal drift, namely, the accelerated electrons in the tail plasma sheet will leave the DP at a radial distance somewhat closer to the Earth and thus maps to a lower ionospheric latitude. Here, we will limit our interest to a more approximate treatment of the dispersed injection. We stick to the assumptions that the accelerated electrons still leaves the DP region roughly azimuthally and that the latitudinal offset is more or less assimilated by the spatial resolution of the riometer. Another complication, but manageable in our model, is that for a fixed flux tube in the UD region the electrons reach this flux tube actually leaks from a series of different dipolarizing flux tubes sweeping toward the Earth.
[28] Our algorithm is as follows: the distribution function in the eastern UD region takes the form f = f 0 + f 1 , where f 0 is the background distribution given by equation (13), f 1 denotes the contribution of leaking electrons from DP region which is again solved by equation (8) with the simplification _ E = _ s = 0 for UD region. We trace at a given time t the DP magnetic field line passing the specified radial distance at the equatorial plasma sheet and make it the source flux tube. The treatment of the transition from DP to UD, which sets up the boundary condition for the current problem, are similar as for the duskside boundary but only reversed in direction.
[29] The calculated azimuthal structure and temporal variation of precipitation flux are shown in Figure 8 . The leftmost curve corresponds to f = 5°from the eastern boundary and each successive right-hand curve denotes a 5°increment to the east. For locations close to the eastern boundary of DP region the pattern resembles a dispersionless injection but with a somewhat longer rise time (The 3-min criteria distinguishing dispersionless and dispersed injections adopted by Spanswick et al. [2007] seems applicable here). There is a clear trend of decreasing intensity, longer delay, and slower rise time with increasing distance away from the eastern boundary of DP region, all of which are well-known features of dispersed injection from in situ omnidirection flux measurements. This simulation result, though as mentioned above has some limitations, confirms the notion of Spanswick et al. [2007] that the dispersionless/ dispersed injection shown in riometer signatures bear the similar physical explanation and have good correspondence with their counterparts obtained from in situ observations.
Predictions of Composite Riometer Responses
[30] In the model runs shown, we were able to reproduce the three basic archetypes of riometer responses to substorms, namely the spikes, dispersionless injection, and dispersed injection. The spike feature is predicted to be seen near the western edge of a DP region, and a dispersionless injection is seen inside the DP region but some distance away from its western border, or the substorm expansion exhibits a rapid westward expansion. A dispersed injection feature is seen outside and east of the dipolarization region. While our study has given reasonable physical explanations to these three archetypes and elucidated their azimuthal distributions, it was carried out in a simplified model. In particular, we have assumed a uniform 1-D dipolarization region and, in test run 2 (Figure 7) , a continuous and steady expansion immediately after the dipolarization onset. The realistic temporal and spatial evolution of a substorm can be extremely complicated and variable. One complication that is of special importance to this paper lies in the possibility that the substorm expansion may not proceed continuously but rather take place as a series of consecutive and discrete activations, particularly around the onset time. The auroral imager observations frequently reveal that substorm auroral activation evolves in an azimuthally discrete manner, exhibiting wave-like disturbances [Elphinstone et al., 1995; Liang et al., 2005] . Their propagation can be either eastward or westward, with azimuthal wave number ranging from a few tens to above one hundred. Such azimuthal wave structure is very likely the ionospheric manifestation of some plasma instabilities in the near-geosynchronous plasma sheet, though the key instability type dominating the onset process is still highly controversial [e.g., Lui, 2001] . Since the cross tail current disruption and magnetic dipolarization are the direct consequences of this still indeterminate instability, they are also likely wave-like in their fine structures. Note that azimuthally discrete dipolarization embedded in wave structures are the theoretical predication of, for example, the drift-Alfven-ballooning mode instability [Roux et al., 1991; Erickson et al., 2000] .
[31] Suppose a substorm with successively emerging dipolarization structures toward the evening sector. We assume the observation station is initially within but near the western edge of the onset region, while some time later another dipolarization occurs west of the station, we would expect to see first a spike feature and an injection feature follows, corresponding to the ''spike preceding injection'' (type B) classification in Figure 2 . Depending upon the azimuthal distance of the two successive dipolarizations, we expect that the later injection could range between a dispersionless and dispersed type (the event shown in Figure 2 is clearly a dispersed one). An example of this type will be shown in an event study in section 5. A similar consideration but with successively emerging dipolarization structures toward the morning sector may lead to the ''spike embedded in injection'' (type A) classification in Figure 2 . This kind of event is classified as type IV by Aminaei et al. [2006] . We have mentioned before the spike feature is found to occur predominantly in the premidnight sector. However, since this ''spike embedded in injection'' event is associated with an eastward propagation of substorm, it is expected to be the most probable type observed in the midnight-postmidnight sector. This prediction is confirmed in the statistical study of the MLT dependence of spike events by Aminaei et al. [2006] .
An Event Study: 23 May 1998 Substorm
[32] We now check our predicted riometer responses in the context of a real substorm event on 23 May 1998. This event was used for illustration purposes in the work of Spanswick et al. [2005] but not explored in depth there. In this study, the riometer data will be fully investigated in conjunction with the auroral imager and magnetometer observations. We will involve the Polar UVI and the PIXIE observations as corroborations. For UV emission the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield-long (LBHL) band is used in this study, which responds to the total electron energy flux and is usually dominated by lower-energy auroral electrons (<10 keV). The PIXIE images the atmospheric X-ray bremsstrahlung, which responds to higher-energy electrons (multi to a few tens keV). Østgaard et al. [1999, 2001] combined the results of these two remote sensing techniques (instrumental description of these two imagers is also included therein) to derive the global pattern of the electron energy flux in the energy range from 100 eV up to 100 keV. [33] Figure 9 shows the magnetometer observations from a few CARISMA stations for the event. On top of the plot we give the magnetic elevation angle in the geosynchronous orbit calculated from GOES 9 measurements. Figure 10 shows the riometer observations. A great virtue of this event is that it contains all types of riometer responses to substorm studied in this paper, namely, spikes (SP), dispersionless injections (DLI), and dispersed injections (DI). Classifications of the riometer responses according to the above mentioned criteria for different stations are labeled in Figure 10 . Figures 11 and 12 give a series of Polar PIXIE and UVI images during the event, respectively. Although there are hints of tiny activations starting from $0629 UT such as the slow decrease of magnetic H component seen at FSIM and MCMU stations, the slight increase of magnetic elevation angle at GOES 9 and a few weak UVI patches, it is not until $0641 UT that strong magnetic disturbances, Pi2 pulsations (shown in the bottom plot of Figure 9 as a gray line), and dipolarizations are identified. The onset activation was registered at FSIM in both magnetometer as a negative bay and in riometer as a spike event starting at $0641 UT. During the time of interest PIXIE observations were only available from 0640:30 to 0644:30 UT with a resolution of 1 min, but quite fortunately it captured the onset frame 0641:30 -0642:30 UT, which showed a significantly intensified patch near FSIM. The Polar UVI also showed a brightening blob around FSIM at $0642 UT. Combining all the above observations we conclude this substorm event had EP onset time at 0641 -0642 UT and onset region in the vicinity of FSIM.
[34] A close investigation on the azimuth location of PIXIE and UVI onset patches in Figure 11b and Figure 12b reveals that FSIM was located within the UVI patch, while it was on the western edge of the PIXIE patch. The lower-energy auroral electrons ($1 keV) are the main carrier of upward field-aligned currents (FACs) and form the core spectrum of most observed inverted-V structure [e.g., Janhunen et al., 2001] . They are likely subject to acceleration mechanisms such as parallel electric field and M-I coupling process such as the feedback instability [Atkinson, 1970; Lysak, 1991] . The UV emission is dominated by such lower-energy electrons and thus tends to collocate with the intense upward FAC region on the duskside of a SCW [Sergeev et al., 1996; Østgaard et al., 1999; Liou et al., 2002] . On the other hand, the X-ray image reflects the precipitations of higher-energy electrons which are more strongly responsive to the dipolarization-induced injection but less sensitive to parallel electric field than UV auroral electrons (see LW07 for a theoretical discussion of this point). In this regard we expect that the X-ray emission intensification, at least on its initial formation, gives a better estimation of the distribution of the dipolarization/injection region, or the SCW segment in the ionosphere. We hence infer that FSIM is located near the western edge of this ''onset'' dipolarization which produced the first spike-type response in the FSIM riometer as predicted by our theory.
[35] West of this initial intensification patch and the FSIM station, there was another spot seen from Figure 11b . Though much weaker in brightness, it potentially hints at the existence of an azimuthally separate dipolarization as mentioned above. A dramatic change occurred between the 0641:30 -0642:30 UT frame and the next 0642:30 -0643:30 UT frame of PIXIE. The very initial intensification patch disappeared, while another strong brightening blob emerged west of the FSIM station. Though there was no PIXIE data after 0644:30 UT, we see from the UVI images that this new intensification patch west of FSIM persisted at least up to 0645:39 UT (Figure 12e ). Judging purely from the auroral observation, this new intensification blob could be either the result of a continuous westward motion of the onset patch corresponding to a fast (of the order of $10°/min) westward expansion of the original SCW as well as its upward FAC leg, or azimuthally separate activation likely arising from the weaker spot west of FSIM seen in the previous $0642 UT frame of PIXIE, which significantly intensified and expanded eastward afterward. This ambiguity can be resolved with the riometer observations. Had it been the first scenario, the resulting riometer response under such quick westward expansion of SCW would have produced a unique dispersionless injection type according to our theoretical expectation. To the contrary, the FSIM riometer shows a clear ''onset'' spike, when the station was located near the western edge of the initial SCW, followed by a weak and considerably delayed ''dispersed injection'' signature, which in our theoretical expectation strongly suggests that the new dipolarization region was west of the station. Thus the riometer observation gives clear evidence supporting the scenario of azimuthally discrete dipolarization regions in this particular event. The FSIM magnetometer also reveals two separate negative bays of H component. However, instead of two fundamentally different response types as shown in riometer, the two negative magnetic bays are fairly similar in terms of magnitude and shapes. This is due to the magnetometer being largely subject to spatial integration effects and not as sensitive as the riometer to its relative location with respect to the SCW.
[36] At 0643:30 -0644:30 UT another PIXIE patch appeared between MCMU and RABB. We again infer that MCMU was located near the western edge of this newly developing dipolarization region, and showed another clear spike-type signature as expected. This activation might also account for some precursory moderate enhancement at the RABB riometer seen before 0645 UT. There were no PIXIE observations after 0644:30 UT. However, we see from the UVI observations (Figure 12d ) that a new longitudinally extended auroral structure close to the midnight sector emerged at 0645:20 UT. The auroral bulge quickly intensified at the FSMI-RABB latitudes in the next 0645:39 UT frame. We infer that the associated dipolarization region was quite wide in azimuthal extent such that both the FSMI and RABB stations were encompassed by it. The resulting riometer responses are thus the dispersionless injection type seen at these two stations. The different types of riometer response seen at FSMI/RABB and MCMU suggested the azimuthal expansion of dipolarization was not uniform in latitude; it was quite longitudinally spread at the FSMI-RABB latitude but more restricted at MCMU latitude, which is somewhat hinted by the UVI observation. Further- more, there is also a notable difference between the FSMI and RABB riometer responses that, for the FSMI station the decay from the peak absorption level is faster, while for the RABB station ($12°east of FSMI) the decay is slower, exhibiting a ''flat top'' feature. This difference was predicted in previous simulation results (see Figure 6 and 7).
[37] During the interval of interest, auroral activations were found west of the ''Churchill Line.'' We see from the UVI 0648:43 UT frame (Figure 12f ) that when the auroras started to fade it still did not reach the ISLL station. The resulting riometer response at ISLL is thus a dispersed injection feature with significant time lag.
[38] So far, we have investigated a few riometer responses to the substorm, which appear to fit nicely into our theory. Figure 13 summarizes the azimuthal displacements of the riometer events, the SCW (DP region), the X-ray and UV emission intensifications, as predicted by our theory and shown in the observations. There are more complications in this event; for example, the GILL riometer shows a long-standing and relatively stable absorption enhancement, which may not easily be classified into any of the above mentioned major types. We note that the GILL magnetometer also shows more of a ''convection bay'' rather than a typical substorm response [e.g., Kamide and Kokubun, 1996] . The feature leads us to speculate a different riometer response to steady magnetospheric convection (SMC) events. During the same interval the RABB riometer shows notable fluctuations. The above complications are beyond the scope of this paper and would be more appropriately the subject of a separate study.
Discussion and Conclusion
[39] The study in this paper extends the previous theoretical work in LW07 to include the effects of the c/g drift and the finite azimuthal extent of the dipolarization region on the high-energy electron precipitation associated with the substorm dipolarization. Through a simple model we were able to reproduce three basic archetypes of riometer responses to magnetospheric substorms, namely, the spike, the dispersionless injection, and the dispersed injection, catalogued in previous observations [Spanswick et al., 2005 . In summary, a flux tube near the duskward edge of the dipolarization region receives little in terms of accelerated electron from the UD region on the duskward side, whereas leaking a large amount of electrons by the c/g drift to adjacent flux tubes on the dawnward side. The combined effect results in (1) a decrease in relative enhancement of riometer electron flux and (2) a decrease in the decay time of the enhanced flux. These two features are consistent with what was called riometer spikes in the literature. For locations inside the dipolarization region but away from the western border by about 1.5 hours MLT, or when the substorm exhibits a rapid westward expansion, the gain and loss of electrons from the two sides of a dipolarizing flux tube roughly balance, and the c/g drift effect diminishes. The riometer events then exhibit dispersionless injection characteristics similar to that studied in LW07. The accelerated electrons leak from the dawnside border of the dipolarization region and continue to undergo c/g drift, producing the dispersed injection feature east of the dipolarization region. Composite riometer response is produced by distributed but related temporal sequence and spatial evolution of the dipolarization regions during a substorm EP. Our theory not only shows good agreement with the statistical result in terms of azimuthal displacements and peak intensity between spikes and injection events but also successfully reproduces the composite riometer response during the substorm event study on 23 May 1998.
[40] We have shown that the riometer observation may provide key information on the azimuthal extent and evolution of dipolarization regions, which is difficult or even impossible to be inferred from optical auroral or magnetometer observations. In particular, we have taken the first step in using riometer response to determine whether auroral substorm expansion is a spatially continuous motion or a stepwise leapfrog motion; we have shown that the riometer response under these two scenarios is different. With the planned expansion of CGSM riometer array (to 28 stations) and the improvement of the azimuthal resolution, we will be able to investigate the fine structure of substorm dipolarization/injection, potentially related to the plasma instabilities in the near-geosynchronous plasma sheet. Together with previous observational investigations by Spanswick et al. [2005 Spanswick et al. [ , 2007 and theoretical work by LW07, this study gives additional support to the diagnostic use of riometer for substorm dynamics involving dipolarization and injection. Figure 13 . Summary of the azimuthal displacements of the riometer events, the substorm current wedge (SCW), the X-ray and UV emission intensifications, as predicted by our theory and shown in observations. FAC: field-aligned current.
